
Ozman Streater  
 
V. B.: Mr. Streater could you tell us about the special relationship between your uncle 
and Roncalli? 
O.S.: My great uncle Nouman Menemencioglu was the foreign minister of Turkey 
during the war and Roncalli had arrived back in 1935 as episdolic delegate to Turkey 
and also to Greece. Turkey did not at that time recognise the Vatighan officially so 
one reason why there are very few diplomatic records is that they took place usually 
at Nouman’s house where Roncalli started getting his taste for Turkish food.  And 
when he arrived his nuns in Paris an her mamas  in Turkish Embassy  Paris the French 
chef of the……..  was scandalized to be ordered to report   to the kitchens of the 
Turkish Embassy for learn how to cook proper food.   
 
V. B.: Can you tell us a little bit about your uncle and Roncalli’s effort in seeking 
Jews and the use of the nuns?  
 
O.S.: Yes, again it’s not very well countrified in terms of documentary evidence 
because so much of it took place not just in unofficial meetings between them but in 
the Pera Palas Hotel. Here there was the Jewesh, agency and then later on the most 
side Teddycholic future Merryjew Islam in Istanbul working on that dream of all. I 
think they both worked separately but also together in certain instances.  Once in  
a Roncalli was particularly active in using the order of the daughters of Xion known 
in Turkey as the Dame de Sion.  Turcs know them as the nice cudly  wher nuns use 
for to teach their daughters French.  But in fact they had a house not in Istanbul but in 
German occupied Rumenia  and German occupied Hungary so he activated them as 
an active intelligence network supplying him with information which is otherwise in 
very hard to combine what was actually being done in forty four when Adolf Hi? Was 
sent to Hungary for example. And he has generally credited with saving about 
26thousand  uncurrly???. 
 
V. B.:Do you know, have you heard of anything  ………………. 
 
O.S.: There’s one clear evidence not so much to do with Greeks in 1941.  Because the 
Germans had occupied Greece, the British cut off all grain supplies    the Greece  had 
already paid for, there was a starvation in Greece.  Form Papa also episodolic delegate 
to Greece, he appealed it from Papa tohelp he got it Germans and Gream??? he 
appealed to Menemencioglu as foreign minister or at that time he was secretary of the 
general foreign ministry for help from Turkey  through officiel sources he got that to 
German grain shift to Greece through Turkey. That’s on the record and the matters to 
do with the Jews was saved mostly with private meetings sometimes not  involving 
the insepence and future is most hard these shadowy nuns having a time of their life 
despice.  We know it happens, it’s hard to produce normal kind of  historical 
documentary evidence that you would require in prooving a case. But certainly the 
10thousand Vichy  Jews and Turkish Jews residants in Vichy France which has   
become a danger in 1944  when Germany occupied that after the  the day landings.  
Nouman told the Pope he wanted the saved. From Papa later on, at the Nuramba 
Trials  also his name was “tries to take the credit for himself”.  But the German 
records show that at the concentartion camp in Drancia  outside Paris where Jews 
were concentrated first then to be shift off the Ashwidth…….There are reports from 
other jews that survived  Ashwidth and also reports from German assets that they can 
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believe it when they can  new orders came saying  “you will not send Turkish Jews to 
aswidths, you’ll release  them” And they batched the SS as a magement they kept on 
having to release the jews .  Some of them at least certainly then got out through     
again unquantified but Italy even when it was fighting on then access side was 
friendly towards Jews and was helpful unlike other Eastern European countries who 
were themselves quiet hostile to Jews quite happy to for the access to do their work.   
 
V. B.: Is there anything else in this relationship with Roncalli you would like to add? 
 
O.S.: No it’s just that the 2nd World War made it special. When Roncalli arrived in 
Turkey in 1935, at that time Nouman Menemencioglu was secretary general which is 
like the senior official running foreign ministry effectively. So under the pressures of  
the war time actually became the  foreign minister.  Roncalli was in Turkey for 10 
years and then in Paris for 8 and by an amazing coincidence Nouman  was sent   to 
Paris’ Turkish Embassador which is while the next generation people in the family 
like me have little childhood memories of. Like kissing Roncalli’s hand and when he 
came around eat his favorite Turkish food and probably not treating too much respect 
and down on his knee The historical stuff always came later. 
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